
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Now he _____________________ at his own valuation.1. (accept)

There was a little noise and bustle as this order
________________________, and then they settled down again, with a
vacant desk between each pair as a precaution against whispered
assistance.

2.

(carry out)

It ____________________ in that way, after her smiles had once been his,
that crushed the night operator.
3.

(ignore)

The crossing _____________________ as rapidly as possible, yet for so
vast an army it is always slow and tedious.
4.

(effect)

This Harry Scott ___________________ like an animal, driven by fear,
helpless, and sure to die, unless he could find an escape, somehow.
5.

(hunt)

One evening, as my cattle ____________________ up for the night, one of
the oxen broke through a brush fence and got into a patch of corn.
6.

(drive)

Now the rocket tubes ______________________________.7.
(line/and/load)

In fact, he suspected from the first that they ___________________ on by
others having private ends to gain by the destruction of the dam.
8.

(urge)

As she did so, she felt an almost insensible yielding on its part, as though a
powerful pressure on the outside ____________________ to force it inward.
9.

(exert)

The look which June had seen, which other Forsytes had seen, was like
the sudden flashing of a candle through a hole in some imaginary canvas,
behind which it __________________-the sudden flaming-out of a vague,
erratic glow, shadowy and enticing.

10.

(move)

The plate remained dark, but he knew that he ____________________.11.
(scan)
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Justice in the abstract might not appeal to them but they knew when they
_____________________ fairly and when they were not.
12.

(treat)

It looked as if all was up with the Americans, all of whose ships
______________________ by the enemy.
13.

(batter)

No decision was come to for some time, and this was because more
gallows ______________________.
14.

(prepare)

He was not naturally a nervous man, he thought, but he had never taught
girls before, and he found the calm, cool scrutiny to which he
______________________ by every member of the class something
formidable.

15.

(subject)

As the cheese ___________________ I was seized suddenly with a
terrible pain, which was followed by convulsions.
16.

(serve)

Slowly the hull __________________ farther and farther away from
possible discovery.
17.

(take)

Dick explained his errand, feeling, all the time under that steady look, that
he _____________________.
18.

(measure)

Even as one ___________________ in on the line, its comrades, seeing
that it was in difficulties, attacked it at once.
19.

(haul)

Suddenly it slackened, and with horror they felt that he
____________________ off by the hungry waves.
20.

(carry)
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